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Executive Summary 

This document intends to outline Datum’s Embodied Carbon Action Plan (ECAP) summarizing the 

internal practices for the year 2022 to continue our efforts for the SEI SE 2050 goals through the 

following: 

• Education: Understanding how building materials contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. 

and how we as structural engineers can help reduce these emissions associated with 

structural systems. 

• Reporting Strategies: Developing in-house tools and methodologies to create databases 

compatible with SE 2050 database 

• Embodied Carbon Reduction Strategies: Developing key actions and laying out design 

strategies to reduce embodied carbon. 

• Advocacy: Developing educational opportunities to share the value of EC reduction with our 

clients and share the knowledge to accelerate the adoption of SE 2050 commitment. 
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Introduction 

DATUM ENGINEERS, INC. 

 

Founded in 1937, Datum has grown into a regional leader in structural engineering and to this day, 

Datum remains committed to building on our legacy of design excellence, cultivating a passion for 

architecture and practicing the Art of Structural Engineering.  

 

Datum has an experienced team, many of whom have worked together for more than 20 years. We 

are dedicated professionals who are committed to our clients and to excellence in our work. We 

employ over 30 licensed engineers and other professionals in four offices throughout Texas and 

Chicago to work on signature projects nationwide. 

 

Datum recognizes its responsibility in helping the building design community address the climate 

change issues and the impacts that our structural systems have on the environment. Datum 

supports the SE 2050 initiative by Structural Engineering Institute and Carbon Leadership Forum 

and will work toward the goal of the net-zero embodied carbon by 2050. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.datumengineers.com/our-approach/art-of-structural-engineering.html
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FY 2022 Reflections  

Understanding Sustainability Landscape in Texas 

In the year 2022, Datum’s focus was primarily on concrete 

material as there was a growing application of technologies 

like Carbon Cure and Type 1L (or PLC) cement in Texas.  

 

To understand the availability of EPDs in Texas in the world of 

concrete, Datum explored several sustainablity focussed 

suppliers for concrete. As part of our efforts to understand the 

GWP values for concrete mixes, we engaged in conversation 

with the Director of Sustainability Initiatives from NRMCA. We 

also met wth the sales representatives from Capitol 

Aggregates, Lauren Concrete and a Chicago based supplier, 

Ozinga, who is focused on growing as a sustainabliity solutions 

provider.  

 

LCA Process 

As Datum explored the process of LCA using a structural building information model like Revit 

workflow, we learnt about various complexities while performing LCA that come from the level of 

modeling in Revit, familiarity with the stages along cradle to grave and understanding the underlying 

assumptions for defining materials which do not have industry EPDs. Datum utiltized the Tally LCA 

tool and EC3 to perform comparative analysis using product specific EPDs. Datum will continue to 

refine the process of performing LCA across various projects. 

 

Some of our key learnings are: 

• It is recommended to adopt performance based specifications over prescriptive limits. It is 

highly encouraged to introduce an overall carbon budget instead of individual limits for each 

type of concrete mix 

• Learned about the expenditures required to develop the database for suppliers to generate 

EPDs for concrete mixes. Some suppliers have collaborated with Athena to develop those 

database. 

• The number of concrete mix EPDs availability in Texas have grown exponentially from 50s 

to over 300 EPDs over last year, although the number of suppliers offering this range of 

EPDs is only 5 (as shown in the pie chart above in Figure 1) indicating that many other 

suppliers are yet to employ the sustainablity practices. 

Figure 1 Distribution of EPDs from Texas 

Suppliers 
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Education 

As part of the first year commitment requirements, Datum sent an internal email announcing 

Datum’s commitment to SEI SE 2050. (See Exhibit A) and also sent a newsletter to our clients 

announcing the commitmment. Swarna Karuppiah, located within Austin office, is the current 

embodied carbon reduction champion for Datum (See Exhibit B for profile). For our education 

efforts, Datum presented the webinar for Embodied Carbon 101 internally on Novemeber 8th, 2021. 

Datum had monthly engineering meetings where the internal sustainability team presented their 

white papers on EC in various materials and scorekeeping tools. Datum attended a Tally Workflow 

webinar and NCSEA webinar on the role of structural engineers in Net-Zero Carbon in 2022.  

Webinars by external organizations like NRMCA are attended by the sustainability team members 

and made available to the entire company. As required, more webinars will be presented on EC and 

its measurement tools to broaden our understanding on embodied carbon practices by structural 

community.  

 

Electives  

 Provide a narrative of how the Embodied Carbon Reduction Champion will engage embodied 

carbon reduction at each office. See Exhibit C 

 Present at least (1) webinar focused on embodied carbon and make a recording available to 

employees. This could be created internally, pulled from an external source (with 

permission), or pulled from a publicly available source such as the Boston Society for 

Architecture . Include this resource in your orientation and on-boarding program. Completed 

 Train all of your firm's structural engineers on the core concepts and skills required to 

measure, reduce, and report embodied carbon. (Ref. SE 2050 Resources)  

 Incorporate embodied carbon education in your onboarding process for all new employees.  

 Initiate an embodied carbon interest group within your firm and outline their goals. This 

group may more broadly address sustainability, but they must include embodied carbon.  

See Exhibit D  

 Create an Embodied Carbon digital resource wiki and/or forum on your firm’s internal 

website for staff to create, share, and discuss Embodied Carbon educational resources.  

 Engage with a CLF Regional Hub. This could mean:  

a. Attending presentations or working sessions and reporting back to the firm  

b. Co-chairing a hub - Datum’s Embodied Carbon Champion is co-chairing Austin Hub  

 Provide narrative outlining plans for minimum (2) firm-wide presentations per year on the 

topic of embodied carbon.  

 Propose other actions promoting embodied carbon education and describe their value. 

ü

ü

ü

ü

https://www.clfatx.com/
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Reporting 

Requirements 

1. Provide a narrative on how your frm plans to measure, track, and report embodied carbon 

data. 

Datum is calculating EC for structural materials using the Tally LCA tool as it allows us 

to easily coordinate with our clients who use similar tools. We extract quantities 

through Revit model using Tally during the DD and/or CD phase as needed. Datum 

focuses on performing preliminary LCA for the phases A1 to A3 using manual take-off 

and for LEED requirements, we focus on performing comparative analysis using Tally 

for all the stages from product to end of life. An internal white paper on EC 

measurement is under development to be reviewed and published by end of 2023. 

 

2. Describe the internal training for embodied carbon measurement you provided or will 

provide. 

Datum’s internal sustainability team has presented a white paper on Scorekeeping 

and LCA tools. The LCA tool, Tally basic license, is available internally for EC 

measurement. A webinar on Tally was presented to the staff to develop a basic 

understanding of the tool to perform LCA on different types of projects depending 

on the building functions and materials. 

 

3. Submit an annual minimum of (2) projects per US structural office but need not exceed (5) 

total projects for the frm to the SE 2050 Database 

Datum performed LCAs on 2 projects for the first year and submitted its data to the 

SE2050 database. Following the first year, Datum will submit one additional project 

from the preceeding year, not to exceed 5 projects to the SE 2050 database. 

Electives 

 For multi-office firms, describe how each office is measuring and reporting embodied carbon. 

For single-office firms, describe how different project teams or managers are measuring and 

reporting embodied carbon.  

 Compare the embodied carbon emissions from multiple projects across your firm. Analyze 

and document what data or pieces of information are most important and communicate the 

findings to your firm. 

 Propose other actions that promote the reporting of embodied carbon data and describe 

their value. 
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Embodied Carbon Reduction Strategies 

As part of the first year commitment, the goal was to educate ourselves on what EC is, how to 

measure it, the tools available and how to apply those tools in our projects. The EC reduction targets 

are not set internally because we do not have LCA performed on all our projects to gather enough 

data for setting benchmarks. For LEED specific projects, we are setting reduction targets based on 

the LEED certification goals set by the client. With few data points currently available to quantify 

embodied carbon reduction, we are referencing carbon budget based on CLF and NRMCA baselines 

for implementation of EC reduction. 

 

See the section ‘FY 2022 Reflections’ for the narrative on the key learnings from the past year. At the 

end of each year of commitment, updates will be made to the ECAP to incorporate the learnings 

and improve the methodology to approach the carbon neutrality goals. For the second year ECAP, 

a new version of this document is being released and will be submitted before the due date of 

March 31, 2023. 

 

The current elective chosen is to improve our standard specifications to incorporate ways to reduce 

EC reduction. The improvement in the specifications will be ongoing throughought the commitment 

program. More electives will be chosen as we layout goals and will try to add one additional elective 

each year. 

 

Electives 

 Submit a Circular Economy Narrative describing how a project supports the circular 

economy. This can be done by incorporating re-use or design for deconstruction into at 

least one project.  

 Develop and implement a workflow that makes it easier to make early design decisions 

based on embodied carbon.  

 Update your specifications to incorporate embodied carbon performance. Include 

embodied carbon in your submittal review requirements. In Progress 

 Communicate the embodied carbon impacts of different design options to clients with 

creative and effective data visualization. You are welcome to include these visuali zations in 

your Elective Documentation, though it is not required if your firm would prefer to keep 

marketing materials private.  

 Compare different design options with embodied carbon as a performance metric during 

the project concept phase. Explain what you did and what the results changed (if anything). 

ü
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 Participate in a LEED, ILFI Zero Carbon, or similar project design charrette and speak to 

potential design considerations impacting embodied carbon.  

 Collaborate with your concrete supplier to reduce embodied carbon in a mix design below 

an acceptable baseline (e.g. NRMCA regional baseline values). Discuss what you found and 

what it means in your market.  

 Have an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) created for a project. Get a project or 

client to require the creation of an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) that did not 

exist before.  

 Incorporate sustainably harvested biogenic materials in at least one project.  

 Propose other embodied carbon reduction strategies and describe their value. 
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Advocacy 

As part of our avocacy efforts, we have shared our commitment through a Dallas newspaper 

publication to encourage the structural firms in Texas to come forward and take part in changing 

the trajectory of bulding design and shared on LinkedIn to accelerate the adoption of the 

commitment program. We have also presented as one of the speakers of NCSEA Webinar on the 

topic of Net-zero carbon (See Exhibit E). Datum has presented the SE2050 commitment  to 

UTAustin ArchE Community on Earth Day April 22nd, 2022 (See Exhibit F) 

 

Datum will continue to engage in EC reduction conversations with sustainability advisors from 

various client firms and collaborate with their AIA 2030 goals and will also engage in conversations 

with MEP consultants to achieve their commitment towards MEP 2040 goals and other stakeholders 

involved to achieve this collective goal of net zero carbon emissions. We will seek more 

opportunities to organize presentations on the value of the SE2050 commitment to clients who are 

working towards the same mission of improving building design and construction practices to tackle 

climate change impacts. 

 

We have been working with clients and owners to find more opportunities to address the reduction 

of embodied carbon and make decisions keeping in mind the sustainability goals of the projects. 

We have shared our commitment to SE 2050 on our company website (See Exhibit G).  

 

Electives 

 Give an external presentation on embodied carbon that demonstrates a project success or 

lessons learned. Get connected at a CLF regional hub near you and be sure to post the 

recording.  

 Mentor a firm new to the embodied carbon space. Describe how you identified their needs 

and what improvements were made.  

 Engage with structural material suppliers in your region to communicate the importance of 

Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) and low-carbon material options.  

 Engage with local, state, and federal governments to communicate the importance of low-

embodied carbon procurement and construction policies, and provide expert testimony to 

this effect.  

 Propose alternative methods for advocacy and describe their value. 
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Appendix 

Exhibit A 

 

 

Exhibit B 
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Exhibit C 

Roles & Responsibilties of Embodied Carbon Champion: 

• Keep track of education on embodied carbon – attend webinars/seminars, workshops or 

conferences. 

• Conduct focussed group discussions on EC strategies. 

• Develop in-house tools with the Datum’s sustainability chapter to strategize reporting. 

• Share all resources from SE 2050 website firm-wide. 

• Coordinate ECAP progress between all the three offices and make annual updates to the  

ECAP documentation. 

• Develop a feeback system on the commitment program to address any improvements if 

needed. 

• Identify and promote advocacy opportunities within our AEC community and universities.  

 

Exhibit D 

Goals of Upcoming Datum’s Sustainability Chapter:  

• The internal chapter will engage in education efforts and strategize on resource 

developments like White Paper, Tally Learning and other resource tools.  

• Review of ECAP documentation for annual updates and address any improvements if 

needed.  

• Coordinate advocacy efforts within the interest group to reach out their respective project 

teams. 
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Exhibit E 
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Exhibit F 
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Exhibit G 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


